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Executive Summary 

 

Description of the work 

 

This report presents the results of “citizen engagement” for the year 2017, with a specific focus on 

the national empowerment strategies and activities achieved in the three testbed areas in Spain, 

Italy and Austria.  

“Monitoring campaign” and “citizen science” are the key words of this deliverable. 

 

Objectives 

 

The main objectives of the deliverable are: 

 Describe the “general” citizen engagement strategy, actions and empowerment during the 

second year of the project. 

 Show the “particular” citizen engagement performed in the Spanish, Austrian and Italian 

testbeds during 2017 summer campaign. 

 

Main highlights  

 

2 Captor partners meeting to define activities for the 2017 

60 instruments deployed during the summer campaign 

More than 150 volunteers contacted for the 2017 summer campaign 

More than 100 download of the App “CaptorAir” 

6 schools involved in testbed areas 

2 articles written for scientific magazine 

15 participations at conference/exhibition/workshop in the testbed areas 

14 actions done to promote the awareness about ozone pollution in the testbed areas  
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1. Introduction  

 

The CAPTOR project addresses the general air pollution problem, which will be depicted by 

monitoring specifically the tropospheric ozone.  

Together with researchers and European citizens, CAPTOR aims to install and maintain a network 

of low-costs sensors for Ozone measurement with and for European citizens and foster a bottom-up 

collaboration of local communities, citizens, NGOs, and scientists to raise awareness and find 

solutions to the air pollution problem.  

In the first year of the project (2016) more attention was given to the development of the 

instruments and the quality of the data.  

Achieved these results, in the second year of the project (2017) more attention was given to the 

development of the mobile App, the CAP’s (Collective Awareness Platform) and the citizen science 

process. 

 

This report, edited at the end of the second year of the project, will be focused on:  

a) The consolidation and the empowerment in 2017 of the citizens network built during the 

first year of the project;  

b) The call for volunteers and the selection of volunteers for the 2017 summer campaign in 

Italy and Austria and;  

c) The importance of the data obtained during the 2017 summer campaign to empower and 

engage the local communities.  
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2. Citizen engagement report – year 2017 

 

At the end of the first project year (2016) the purpose for 2017 was to “build a neat of spread 

monitoring campaigns in the three countries, with reliable instruments and a heterogeneous 

network of local communities involved”
1
.   

To realize these objectives, during the second “general assembly” of Captor on February 2017 

in Vienna, the consortium partners jointly designed the strategy to use in 2017 in all the 

testbed regions, with a specific focus on: 

- realization of the summer campaign in all testbed areas  

- realization of all the nodes necessary to cover sufficiently the selected areas 

- realization of the main tools of the project for people involvement (CAP’s, Mobile App) that 

are connected with the visualization and success of the monitoring campaign  

- involvement of the local environmental agencies in the calibration of the instruments pre- 

and post- campaign to compare the reliability of the data 

- involvement and empowerment of the citizens of the testbed areas in the monitoring rules 

(host, observers)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All of these objectives were achieved on time for the summer 2017.  

After the first experience of the past year, most of the volunteers from the Spanish testbed in the 

previous campaign confirmed to take part again for 2017. With the initial interest given in the 

affected area, the local partner was working, during the winter and spring period, to maintain and 

grow up the network created (like the Air Quality Platform network, the main alliance for the 

project implementation in Spain).  Italian and Austrian partners put in place an intensive and 

widespread involvement of volunteers in the affected areas, preparing and disseminating a call for 

volunteers in the spring period.  

 

                                                 
1
 Conclusion of the deliverable 4.2 at the end of the first year of the project 

Figure 1: second Captor meeting in Vienna, February 2017 

http://www.qualitatdelaire.org/
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All the partners worked hard to have before the summer (May 2017) all the instruments and 

technical part ready to be tested in the “training session” meeting, which took place in the first week 

of May 2017 in Barcelona.  

Between June and July 2017, the official monitoring campaigns started in the testbed areas in all the 

three countries (Austria, Italy and Spain).  

In total, the NGOs partners deployed 60 instruments (35 Captors and 25 Raptors) at appropriate 

spaces provided by volunteers, local municipalities, and at the official reference stations (to realize 

the calibration of the nodes before and after the monitoring campaign).  

 

CaptorAir, the mobile App developed by the project to show the data of the nodes in real time, 

started to be on the Google Play store at the end of July. Specific dissemination activities about the 

app was done to involve people in using it for checking the data of the CAPTOR monitoring 

instruments in their countries. More than 100 downloads are registered from the store at the moment 

of writing (Dec 2017). At Mid-September, with the ending of the summer monitoring campaign, the 

app stopped to transmit data. 

 

The CAP’s (Collective Awareness Platform) was launched at the same time in each country and 

the first “air stories” from the testbed areas (stories from citizens and community that show how 

people fight air pollution) and news about air pollution and ozone pollution were uploaded in the 

second part of the year (June - December 2017).    

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 (a, b): Captor “training session” 

meeting in Barcelona (May 2017)  
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Figure 3: CaptorAir leaflet (Catalan version) for the summer campaign 2017 
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2.1 Captor engagement in Spain – year 2017 

Ecologistas en Acción began his ozone campaign in 2017 with two objectives: 1) to raise awareness 

among the population about the ozone problem and 2) to contribute to their solution and claim for 

the administrations effective plans to combat this pollutant.  

All activities were carried out with the main network of allies of the project, the “Plataforma per la 

Qualitat de l'Aire” which is coordinated by Ecologistas en Acción. 

 

The key words for Spanish engagement were Networking and Action. 

Figure 4: Captor testbed areas in Spain, from the mobile App “CaptorAir”   

 

Citizens Empowerment  

The NGO’s network “Plataforma per la Qualitat de l'Aire” continued to promote activities and the 

involvement of citizens in air pollution topic in the captor testbed area, following the strategy 

planned the previous year. 

The ozone measurement campaign developed by the second year in Spain counted with the 

participation of 20 volunteers, 19 of which have been volunteers who participated also during the 

first campaign of 2016 and a new one was selected from the candidates of the first call of the 

project in 2016.  

The interest and attention created the last year were confirmed also during the second campaign, not 

only from the media but also from the local authorities. 

In Spain, in 2017 people got a satisfying level of empowerment concerning air pollution topic due 

to the fact that this summer the project tools foreseen for the engagement, such as the mobile app, 

were launched and ready to use for hosts and observers in local area. 

In this way citizens had the possibility to follow the values of the nodes in real time and also news 

and initiatives and events related to the project were promptly communicated to volunteers and to 

the rest of the population. As foreseen, an improved information about ozone level and air quality 

generated engagement in claim for solutions towards local administrations. 
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In order to present the project in the local communities in the test bed area and inform them about 

the ozone pollution, causes and possible solutions, an exhibition was elaborated and edited. The 

“Ozone pollution in Catalonia¨ exhibition were exposed for periods of 10 to 15 days, in many 

spaces as municipal libraries, civic centers and even in a municipal market: 

 

 From 18
th

 to 31
st
 of July 2017, Library Joan Triadú of Vic (Catalonia, Spain).  

 From 4
th

 to 25
th

 August 2017, municipal market of Manlleu (Catalonia, Spain).  

 From 28th of August to 15th of September 2017, social center La Clau, Sant Celoni 

(Catalonia, Spain).  

 From 25
th

 to 30
th

 of September 2017, Library in Roda de Ter (Catalonia, Spain).  

 From 15
th

 November to 5
th

 December 2017, Library Montserrat Roig, Martorelles (Spain) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Exhibition panel in Vic, Spain - July 2017 

 

Conferences in the most affected area were organized to spread knowledge about the project and the 

ozone pollution problem. In many cases they were performed with the opening of the exhibition. 

 

 El fum no és vida. Contaminar no és una diversió. June 8, 2017. Plaça Maluquer i 

Salvador, Granollers (Spain) 

 Xerrada "Osona, zona de ozó"July 21, 2017. Plaça Andreu Colomer Munmany, Vic 

(Spain) 

 Xerrada "Montseny, un aire no tan pur. El problema de l'ozó". Setember 2, 2017 

Centre Cultural La Clau, Sant Celoni (Spain) 

 2a edició Fira de les Merdes de Catalunya. Femscat 2017. Setember 16, 2017 Manlleu 

(Spain) 

 Xerrada "L'ozó a casa nostra¨. Setember 26, 2017. Sala polivalente, Biblioteca. Roda del 

Ter (Spain). 

 Cycle of conferences about air pollution and ozone. November 15 and December 13. 

Biblioteca Montserrat Roig, Martorelles (Spain) 

http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org/IMG/pdf/expo-ozo-cat.pdf
http://www.qualitatdelaire.org/2017/06/el-fum-no-es-vida-contaminar-no-es-una.html
http://www.qualitatdelaire.org/2017/07/xerrada-osona-zona-de-ozo-divendres-21.html
http://www.qualitatdelaire.org/2017/08/xerrada-montseny-un-aire-no-tan-pur-el.html
https://www.manlleu.cat/pl9/descobrir/agenda/id1107/2a-edicio-fira-de-les-merdes-de-catalunya-femscat-2017.htm?data=16%2F09%2F2017+10%3A00
http://www.rodadeter.cat/perfil/rodater/recursos/recursos/cartell_xerrada_roda_v_2.pdf
http://www.martorelles.cat/actualitat/noticies/cicle-de-xerrades-sobre-la-contaminacio-atmosferica
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During the 2017 ozone campaign, Spanish volunteers, alliance members and general public had 

access to the ozone data through the App CaptorAIR and could spread messages of high 

concentrations of ozone that the application automatically generated through social networks. 

 

Stakeholders Empowerment 

To disseminate information about the project, deepen the ozone pollution issue (precursor 

pollutants, emissions sources and possible solutions) and to expand the network against air 

pollution, the Spanish partner prompted the following principal actions:  

 

 “Extension of the complaint against Spanish government for dropping plans to reduce ozone 

levels” - July 17, 2017. Still in 2016, Spanish CAPTOR air network presented a joint 

demand to the Catalan government for not having drawn up mandatory plans to improve air 

quality in the area of the project which have breached legal target values between 2010 and 

2015 to protect health and vegetation set out in European legislation on tropospheric that 

didn’t get response. The same happened in other regions affected in Spain. In 2017 

Ecologistas en Acción lodged a petition  at the European Commission to start sanctions 

proceedings against Spain.  

 Organization of the “II Symposium on tropospheric ozone and air quality in Spain” - 15
th

  

and 16
th

 of September 2017 in Valladolid, Spain. The purpose of the event was to facilitate 

information exchange and collaboration on ozone pollution problems and solutions 

specifically in the urban transport. Best practices in alternative mobility and air quality 

developed in different Spanish cities were presented calling the Governments to adopt 

policies for a decisive reduction of ozone precursors (oxides of nitrogen NOx and volatile 

organic compounds VOCs). 

 Elaboration of the “Ozone report in Spain 2017: Climate change increases the air pollution 

by ozone” that was published on the 10
th

 October. The conclusion are that “81% of the 

population and 87% of Spanish territory have been exposed this year to levels of ozone, 

exceeding the limits set by the World Health Organisation. The causes of this problem 

include: the prevailing meteorological conditions, climate change, the increase in traffic, 

fraud relating to automobile emissions, and the government’s support of polluting energy 

sources instead of renewables. This systematically affects the population’s health, as well as 

crops and natural areas”. 

 Captor presentation by UPC at Smart City Expo World Congress. November 15, Gran Via,  

Barcelona.  

http://www.smartcityexpo.com/ca/event-2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.captor-project.eu/en/extension-of-the-complaint-against-spain-for-dropping-plans-to-reduce-ozone-levels/
https://www.captor-project.eu/en/extension-of-the-complaint-against-spain-for-dropping-plans-to-reduce-ozone-levels/
https://www.captor-project.eu/en/extension-of-the-complaint-against-spain-for-dropping-plans-to-reduce-ozone-levels/
http://www.ecologistasenaccion.org/IMG/pdf/queja-plan-ozono-2.pdf
https://www.captor-project.eu/en/ii-symposium-on-tropospheric-ozone-and-air-quality-in-spain/
https://www.captor-project.eu/en/ozone-report-in-spain-2017-climate-change-increases-the-air-pollution-by-ozone/
https://www.captor-project.eu/en/ozone-report-in-spain-2017-climate-change-increases-the-air-pollution-by-ozone/
http://www.smartcityexpo.com/ca/event-2017
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2.2 Captor engagement in Italy - year 2017 

 

The key words for Italian engagement were Scientific Environmentalism and Sharing the 

Problem. 

In Italy the testbed area is very big (around 80.000 km
2
) and includes 4 different regional 

administrations and 4 branches of partner organization (Piemonte, Lombardia, Veneto and Emilia 

Romagna). From the beginning of the project, Legambiente Onlus strategy was to establish a 

testbed area in each region (overall 4 Italian test areas), to involve at citizens in different regions 

that share the same problem, the air pollution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Citizens Empowerment  

 

To involve people in a very large area and to have the maximum diffusion of the project, 

Legambiente (from National office and his third parties present at regional level) involved other 

Italians NGO’s, as Movimento Difesa del Cittadino – MDC - (Annex1), in a “call for volunteers” 

(Annex 2).  

The call for volunteers was running during March and April 2017 with an online questionnaire 

promoted via the newsletter lists of the NGO’s involved and other media channels from 

Legambiente local groups
2
. These newsletters have a wide reach towards a specific interested 

audience.  

 

At the end of the call, 126 citizens subscribed their candidature, answering to the online 

questionnaire offering their engagement as “host of the sensor”. 

 

                                                 
2
(http://www.legambientevicenza.it/wp/2017/03/08/aria-ancora-inquinata-che-si-fa/#more-2827) 

(www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/03/inquinamento-dellaria-ci-serve-il-tuo-aiuto-per-trovare-una-

soluzione/) 

Figure 6: Captor testbed areas in Italy, from the mobile App “CaptorAir”   

http://www.legambientevicenza.it/wp/2017/03/08/aria-ancora-inquinata-che-si-fa/#more-2827
http://www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/03/inquinamento-dellaria-ci-serve-il-tuo-aiuto-per-trovare-una-soluzione/
http://www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/03/inquinamento-dellaria-ci-serve-il-tuo-aiuto-per-trovare-una-soluzione/
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After the call, Legambiente, together with scientific and technical project partners, defined the 

specific areas in each region on the basis of the citizen’s candidature. Volunteers from the areas of 

Bergamo (Lombardia), Cuneo (Piedmont), Piacenza (Emilia-Romagna) and Vicenza (Veneto) were 

chosen, after the visit their houses and the verification of the technical criteria with CSIC. The 

whole testbed area was covered with criteria satisfaction. 

          

 

It is important to underline that the choice of the final testbed areas in Italy was strictly connected to 

the number of volunteer’s candidatures: in Cuneo, Vicenza and Piacenza areas, the high number of 

volunteer involved was due, in the most of case, to the contacts and activities done by our 

Legambiente's local group; in Bergamo, the high number of citizens was activated by the MDC 

channel; due to the high interest from this area, the original plans for involving a fourth area from a 

Legambiente regional group was changed. The fact to have activated people via the collaboration 

with a project-external organization is very important: expanding the network and establishing 

collaborations is one of the goal of the project and it is useful to empower the efficacy of the 

project. 

 

 

 

Before the launch of the summer monitoring campaign for 

Captor project, Legambiente realized a national awareness 

campaign named “Trenoverde”; this initiative, dealing with 

air pollution in urban areas and realizing a particular matter 

monitoring campaign with volunteers in Pianura Padana, 

increases the interest among citizens in this kind of 

participation activity. Again, it showed that connection with 

related topics is important in order to gain the attention of 

the population. 

 

 

In order to increase the success of communication activity, 

the Captor project and the Ozone monitoring campaign were launched during the initiatives done in 

the framework of trenoverde campaign
 3

. 

                                                 
3
 www.legambientevicenza.it/wp/2017/04/11/la-tappa-vicentina-del-treno-verde-2017-un-successo/#more-2886 

Figure 7: Volunteer home visit to host a Captor 

Figure 8: trenoverde monitoring campaign for 

particular matter. 

http://www.legambientevicenza.it/wp/2017/04/11/la-tappa-vicentina-del-treno-verde-2017-un-successo/#more-2886
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For the first Captor monitoring campaign in Italy, the growing interest from the citizens is also due 

to the good work in communications done by NGO’s present in testbed areas: regional television 

news, press release and interview on the local newspaper spoke about the project at the beginning of 

the campaign (Annex 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                  
https://www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/21/citta-sotto-la-cappa-dello-smog-concentrazioni-di-pm10-non-

piu-tollerabili/ 

 

 

Figure 9 a) TG Emilia Romagna 

interview about Captor project 

http://www.captorlegambiente.it/capit/20

17/07/19/allerme-ozono-tgr-rai/ 

 

b) Interview on Eco di Bergamo 

newspaper about Ozone pollution and 

captor Project 

https://www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/21/citta-sotto-la-cappa-dello-smog-concentrazioni-di-pm10-non-piu-tollerabili/
https://www.legambiente.emiliaromagna.it/2017/03/21/citta-sotto-la-cappa-dello-smog-concentrazioni-di-pm10-non-piu-tollerabili/
http://www.captorlegambiente.it/capit/2017/07/19/allerme-ozono-tgr-rai/
http://www.captorlegambiente.it/capit/2017/07/19/allerme-ozono-tgr-rai/
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Stakeholders Empowerment 

 

The strategy followed in Italy to obtain more impact and awareness from citizens and stakeholders, 

was to involve with more intensity the Regional Environmental Agency (ARPA) and schools. 

ARPA had a central role to give visibility and credibility to the project: not only for the calibration 

of instruments at the beginning and at the end of the summer campaign, but also working together 

in communication and networking. An article about Captor was published on the magazines 

Ecoscienza
4
 and Ambienteinforma

5
, two magazines for the technical and administrative target, 

useful to empower both aspect of quality of the data and citizen science strategy. 

In the four Italian's testbed areas 2 schools were involved from the beginning in the project: one of 

them, in Pontida municipality, hosted a sensor during the summer period and, from the autumn 

2017 until spring 2018, Legambiente Lombardia is working with students and parents in an 

environmental education path on air quality. In Cuneo area, an ITIS school (Technical and 

Industrial high school) was involved as observer in the project. 

After a preliminary meeting in March 2017, a workshop with the presentation of the results of the 

first summer campaign in Italy was done in November. Students, parents and teachers were present 

and the objectives was to involve the school in a “makers” role for the next year
6
. 

Moreover, in November 2017, in Piacenza (Emilia Romagna), was done the presentation of the 

results of the summer campaign during the workshop “Aria Pulita 3.0” (see Fig 10). 

 

During the final presentation of Life project Photocitytex (LIFE13 ENV/ES/000603) in Quart de 

Poblet (June 2017), Legambiente Emilia Romagna talked about Captor project and the importance 

of the citizen science to promote change in behaviour.  

 

                                                 
4
 The montly magazine of Arpa Emilia Romagna (pag.33) 

https://www.arpae.it/cms3/documenti/_cerca_doc/ecoscienza/ecoscienza2017_3/Ecoscienza2017_03.pdf 
5
 The newsletter at national level of Arpa:  

(https://ambienteinforma-snpa.it/qualita-dellaria-al-via-in-emilia-romagna-il-progetto-captor/#more-14717) 
6
 http://www.targatocn.it/2017/11/24/sommario/cuneo-e-valli/leggi-notizia/argomenti/scuole-e-corsi/articolo/cuneo-un-

successo-la-lezione-allitis-del-geologo-andrea-minutolo.html 

 

Figure 10: Presentation of the results of the summer campaign in Cuneo IT IS and Piacenza city  

https://www.arpae.it/cms3/documenti/_cerca_doc/ecoscienza/ecoscienza2017_3/Ecoscienza2017_03.pdf
https://ambienteinforma-snpa.it/qualita-dellaria-al-via-in-emilia-romagna-il-progetto-captor/#more-14717
http://www.targatocn.it/2017/11/24/sommario/cuneo-e-valli/leggi-notizia/argomenti/scuole-e-corsi/articolo/cuneo-un-successo-la-lezione-allitis-del-geologo-andrea-minutolo.html
http://www.targatocn.it/2017/11/24/sommario/cuneo-e-valli/leggi-notizia/argomenti/scuole-e-corsi/articolo/cuneo-un-successo-la-lezione-allitis-del-geologo-andrea-minutolo.html
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2.3 Captor engagement in Austria - year 2017 

 

The key words for Austrian engagement were awareness and information. 

 

The testbed areas in Austria were Hartberg and Weiz region, in the south of Vienna. In the first year 

of the project the activities done by the national partners created a network of citizens, NGOs and 

stakeholders, useful to the activities and monitoring campaign of 2017. In Austria, monitoring 

campaign concerned Raptors instruments. 

A tour in the two regions was done by Global 2000 team in cooperation with ZSI to realize school 

workshops and info points in the city centre. At the end of the tour, Captor team had the chance to 

get in touch with passer-bys in the pedestrian area. The overall experience from the tour confirmed 

the experiences from other public events on Captor: the presence of tropospheric ozone pollution is 

a widely untouched topic of discussion. Moreover, the majority of people is not aware of the 

existence of tropospheric ozone pollution. 

 

Figure 11: Captor testbed areas in Austria, from the mobile App “CaptorAir”   

 

Citizens Empowerment  

A "call for volunteers" was done in the first months of 2017 using local newspapers, the 

Global2000 website and the Captor website
7
. The NGO contacted directly the communities in the 2 

selected regions (via email/phone) and before the summer period organized different school 

workshops in the testbed areas: 2 in Hartberg NMS (secondary school) in May, 1 in Weiz NMS in 

June and 1 in Gleisdorf NMS at the end of June. The idea was to deploy the Raptor instruments near 

the school during the monitoring campaign, in the middle of town and on the main square in front 

of the city hall, to give visibility to the project and to develop awareness among citizens about 

ozone pollution. 

 

 

 

                                                 
7
 https://www.global2000.at/werden-sie-captor-sensor-host 

https://www.global2000.at/werden-sie-captor-sensor-host
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On 19
th

 of May two classes from NMS 

Hartberg-Gerlitz joined the first CAPTOR 

school workshop tour, to learn about ozone 

pollution and the ways to measure ozone.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 13
th

 of June the tour followed in Weiz, 

first in a school having performed a 

workshop on Captor for two classes, and 

afterwards in the city Centre.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stakeholders Empowerment 

 

After the school visit, the CAPTOR project was 

presented at information desk in the city centre 

of Hartberg. The Major Marcus Martschitsch 

and Mr. Anton Schuller (regional environmental 

manager of Hartberg) came to visit the infopoint, 

as well as journalists from the local press. A 

short video
8
 about the instruments developed by 

the project was realized and showed at the 

information desk. 

 

 

                                                 
8
 https://www.captor-project.eu/en/presenting-captor-informationdesk-in-hartberg/ 

 

Figure 12: Captor school workshop in Gerlitz NMS, Austria.  

Figure 14: Captor info point in  Hartberg, Austria. May 2017 

Figure 13: Captor school workshop in Weiz NMS, Austria  

https://www.captor-project.eu/en/presenting-captor-informationdesk-in-hartberg/
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The Captor team presented the project at “Innovation Centre Weiz” that offered an ideal locations 

for the installation of Captor measuring instruments; as well, for future activities, the Captor team 

proposed the Innovation Centre Weiz to built their own Captor measuring instruments as many as 

they need. His idea has to be further explored and the details should be developed, but generally the 

interest from the three municipalities to continue the cooperation with CAPTOR project in the 

future has been clearly expressed. 

Figure 15: Captor presentation at Innovation Centre Weiz, June 2017 
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3. Conclusions 

 

In the second year of the project, the three testbed areas involved in Captor’s official monitoring 

campaign gave us a good feedback in terms of interest from the public, motivation for 

participation, engagement strategy and improvement of the tools developed.    

From the technical point of view the instruments gave good performance with some minor 

problems (loss of connection, negative values measured, durability of the battery etc etc); more on 

the technical details and how these will be addressed in the coming year can be found in related 

deliverable.  

From an engagement perspective, we got good indications from the volunteer hosts that the initial 

interest can grow into deeper engagement and taking responsibility if citizens can get involved in 

the scientific process. 

Another good point was the attention from citizens (host and observers) to check the data from 

the tools (as the mobile app and web map) and to participate to the event organized by the 

partners.  

A more detailed analysis on the feedback obtained during the campaign from different stakeholders 

is presented in deliverable D5.2  

For the 2018 the main objective for the engagement activities will be to develop and to empower 

the “sense of membership in a community”; the Captor goal will be achieved if the communities 

involved in these past years will be strongly motivated to continue their paths together even after 

the official support from the project; “asking for solutions” and “promoting changes in behaviour” 

will be the next steps of the project. 

Moreover, being the last year of the project, during the monitoring activities of 2018 it will be 

stressed the possibility to continue to act for air quality with local communities and public 

administration, together to find solution and improve quality of life. 
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Annex 2: Call for volunteers Italy (March – April 2017) Annex 1: MDC newsletter about Captor, May 2017  
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Annex 3: Eco di Bergamo journal about Captor project; 31/07/2017 

 


